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3D printed Detector (3DET) collaboration

The R&D is currently focusing on 3D printing plastic scintillator 
with Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM) and Selective Laser Melting (SLM)

3DET includes CERN, ETH Zurich, HEIG-VD, ISMA

3DET collaboration was formed in 2019 with the goal of investigating and 
developing additive manufacturing as a new production technique for future 

scintillator particle detectors
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3d-printing technology application

What could be 3d-printed:

1. Detector prototypes for laboratories and R&D groups;

2. Scintillation elements with complex geometry (high granularity
volume 3D detectors for neutrino physics);

3. Scintillators for registration of alpha- and beta-particles and 
gamma-quanta;

4. Thin layer scintillation films for X-ray imaging screen;

5. Combination of scintillators: inorganic/organic materials with 
overlapping emission and absorption spectrum.
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Scintillator Reflector 
(or inorganic/absorber layer)

Aim to 3D print simultaneously many optically-
independent plastic scintillator volumes

Inorganic scintillation
crystal

Scintillation plastic 
(organic)

3d-printed combined scintillator

3d-printing of scintillators for x-ray imaging

Scintillator Array

The main goal of this work
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3d-printing of scintillation elements with 
inorganic powders

3d-printed sample for 

alpha- and beta-

particles registration



Advantages of 3d-printing

Manufacture of large area detectors

Why 3d-printing?

Ability to control the quality of 
the element structure

Designed structure and diffuse systems 
have advantages in some applications

Cost effective. 
The ability to use 
waste from the 
production of 
single crystals

1 2 3

4 5 6
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No need for 
post-processing: 

the surface is 
ready for 

connection with 
the PMT or 

SiPM

The ability of 
combination of 

scintillators 
allows to achieve 

unique effects

Non-uniformity of light output over an area of ± 5%

along vieworthogonal view



Potential technologies for 3D printing of scintillation elements

Laser stereolithography
(SLA)

thermoplastic 
filament

extrusion head

object

platform
platform

object

laser

photopolymer

Fused deposition modeling
(FDM)

Cost-efficient

Well known scintillation material

Simultaneously several materials

Printing of transparent objects

New scintillation material

Simultaneously one material

Currently our focus is on 3D printing with FDM

Selective laser melting
(SLM)

powder

platform

object

laser

Printing of polycrystalline structures

Easy to 3D print hollow objects

Equipment is very expensive
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Scintillation properties of 3d-printed plastic scintillator 

Technology Raw material
Transmittance

T, % (λ=420 nm)
Light output, %

Cast monomer 87 100

Extrusion monomer 83 95

Injection molding polymer pellets 75 88

3d-printing polymer pellets 15            60 50 88

Light output - size samples: 10*10*10 mm

Polish samples 9*9*48 mmS. Berns et al 2020 JINST 15 P10019 

Polish 3D-printed 
sample (UV)

3D-printed sample 30*30*10
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Polystyrene 
scintillation filament 

A technology for obtaining 

a material for 3D printing 

was developed

Optimal printing modes was determined. 

It possible to obtain pretty transparent 

samples with an attenuation length of 20 cm

The printed samples are 

comparable to standard 

plastic scintillator 

manufacturing technologies



Printing scintillation elements with reflector

Multi material printing:

Sample Reflector Light output, %

Injection 
molding

Reflective paint 
with TiO2

100

3d-print 3d-print
with TiO2

95

Reflective filament

3d-printed array 
3*3 cubes

106 99

100 100

104

100

102 98 102

Relative light output 
of array pixels

3d-printed array 3*3 cubes (UV)

FDM technology 

allows printing a 

scintillator and a 

reflector at once 

by two extruders

3d-printed samples 

with reflector have 

similar properties to 

reference sample 

with reflective paint
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Reflective 

filament with 

reflection of 91% 

was developed



Technology for the production of scintillation filament with inorganic powders 

FDM 3d-printer

Filament Extruder
Optically clear 

pellets

Scintillation 
filament

Scintillation 
filament (UV)

Inorganic scintillation 
powder

+

The modes of obtaining filaments with inorganic powders were determined

1 2

3 4

As scintillation powders 
were used ZnSe:Al, 

GOS:Pr,  GaGG:Ce and 
CsI:Tl with weight 

content from 30 to 75%
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3D-printing with inorganic powders

Composite filament with ZnSe:Al

Video of 3d-printing process

3d-printed sample with ZnSe:Al

Scintillator
Light output, 

ph/MeV
Emission Peak, 

nm
Density,
g/cm3

CsI:Tl 54 000 550 4.51

GAGG:Ce 56 000 540 6.63

GOS:Pr 50 000 512 7.34

ZnSe:Al 65 000 590 5.42

High efficiency of X-ray absorption

High light output
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Selection of an inorganic scintillator 3D-printing 
quickly turns 

ideas into reality

Allows to create 
complex structures, 

fast develop of 
prototypes

Preparing the 3d-model for printing



X-ray excited luminescence and Decay time of 3d-printed samples

CsI:Tl 3d-printed sample 
and raw powder (UV)

GaGG:Ce 3d-printed sample 
and raw powder (UV)

GOS:Pr 3d-printed sample 
and raw powder (UV)

ZnSe:Al 3d-printed sample 
and raw powder (UV)

Scintillation 
properties of 3d-

printed samples is 
similar to raw 

powders

X-ray luminescence 
and afterglow were 

studied
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Registration of alpha- and beta-particles

alpha particles registration beta particles registration

Possible to create multicomponent 
detectors with thin layers for the 

registration of alpha particles
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Pu-239

Sr-90 - Y-90

Scintillator / granule 

size

Sensitivity 

imp/s ∙Bq

239Pu 90Sr-90Y

ZnSe:Al / 5-15 μm, 

100-140 μm
0,29 0,32

ZnSe:Al / 40-63 μm, 

100-140 μm
0,32 0,34

ZnS:Ag with PS 0,25 0,30

ZnSe

5-15 
мкм

ZnSe

100-140 
мкм

β

α

Alpha layer: 5-15 μm, 

thickness 0.1 mm

The first results of 3d-printed with ZnSe:Al

will be improved

Detector parameters based on a heterogeneous layer

3d-printed sample 

Ø60*0.2 mm

Pulse shape from the alpha-beta 
detector ZnSe:Al

Binder
Relative light output 
(beta radiation), %

Relative light output 
(alpha radiation), %

Transmittance 
(λ=610nm), %

Reference 

(industrial sample) 100 100 34

PS 90 85 26

PMMA 89 85 25

ABS 58 60 15

SBS 23 35 4
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Relative light output and transmittance of samples with different 
plastics as binder (weight content of ZnSe:Al powder is 60%, h=0,3mm)

The best results were obtained with PS and PMMA 
as the binder

ZnSe:Al reference and 3d-printed samples 
with different plastics as the binder



X-ray and γ-photons registration
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Organic 

scintillation layer

Inorganic

scintillation layer

3D-printing makes it easy to 
combine scintillation materials

εrel = Ncomby / Nref

Possible to print a combined 
gamma-ray detector

Increase of relative efficiency of registration of 

the combined detector in 2-4 times due to 

emergence of gamma quanta of backscattering

Prospects for combining organic and 
inorganic scintillators in a detector 

with increased registration sensitivity

X-ray light output relative to silicone composite 
scintillator with the same powder ZnSe:Al

The results are comparable to 
industrial samples

X-ray light output relative to 0.6 mm single crystal

Combining organic and 3d-printed inorganic 
scintillator CsI:Tl

3d-printed scintillation elements with ZnSe:Al



X-ray imagine of 3d-printed samples

Samples size: 
100*45*0,2 mm

Sample
Number of 
wire pairs

Spatial resolution,  
lp/mm

GOS:Pr (industrial sample) 9 3.85

3d-printed CsI:Tl 8 3.15

3d-printed GAGG:Ce 8-9 3.35

3d-printed GOS:Pr 8-9 3.35

3d-printed ZnSe:Al 8 3.15

CsI:Tl 3d-printed sample GaGG:Ce 3d-printed sample GOS:Pr 3d-printed sample ZnSe:Al 3d-printed sample

CsI:Tl X-ray screen GaGG:Ce X-ray screen GOS:Pr X-ray screen ZnSe:Al X-ray screen

The best results were obtained with 
a thickness of 0.15 mm, 1-15 μm
grains size and 60%wt content of 

inorganic powders

Twin wire standard in accordance with DIN – EN462-5
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Obtained results 
are in good 

correlation with 
the data for 

industrial 
samples



Future Plans

3D printing of the first detector Creation of multicomponent detectors

Work with other inorganic scintillation materials

1

3

2

4
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What is next?

3D printing using SLM technology



Conclusions
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Thin layer scintillation films with 
spatial resolution up to 3.35 lp / mm 

were obtained

Scintillation filaments with a weight 
content of inorganic powders up to 75% 

were obtained

Scintillation properties of 3d-printed 
samples is similar to raw powders

Obtained results are in good correlation 
with the data for industrial samples

1 2 3

4 5 6
3D-printing allows to create scintillators 

for registration of alpha- and beta-
particles and gamma-quanta

3D-printing technology has ample 
opportunities in the creation of 

scintillation detectors



Thank you for attention!

tanya.sibilieva@gmail.com
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Promo video about 

3D printing


